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From

The Editor
Dr P L H Yu, Department of Statistics and Actuarial Science

Dear readers,
Statistics is around us, affecting our
lives in visible and not so visible
ways. In this issue of Science@HKU,
Dr P L H Yu will tell us the power and
impact of statistics in our daily lives.
We encourage communications and
feedbacks from readers. Here we
publish a reader’s feedback on our
recent article “Pepper spray, how does
it work?” together with our response.
Please write us an e-mail if you have
any comments and suggestions about
our Newsletter in general or any
article published here in particular.
Yours sincerely,

Professor H F Chau
Chief Editor
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2013 INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF STATISTICS RECOGNIZING THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF STATISTICS TO SOCIETY WORLDWIDE

Do you know that the analysis of big data helped Obama win swing voters and get re-elected last year? Do you
know that an accurate estimate of the number of marchers does not just make use of the simple head counting
technique but also a sample survey and a statistical estimation method? Do you know that statistics was used to
protect astronauts on their preparation of journey to Mars?
Let’s take a look on how the data crunchers helped Obama win. At the
beginning, the Obama campaign’s data crunchers collected data on
millions of voters from pollsters, fundraisers, field workers, consumer
databases, social media and private companies. Using the big data, they
ran computer simulations every day to estimate Obama’s odds of winning
each state. They also built statistical models to generate scores to all
potential swing voters, on a range from 0 to 100. The two important
scores measured an individual’s likelihood of supporting Mr Obama
and of casting a ballot. Using the data on 2008 voters, Obama’s data
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by the research team of Professor H Sun, Department of Chemistry

Iron is indispensable to the functioning of our body.

Human transferrin binds iron tightly but reversibly,

metals that are key to their pharmacological

A healthy human body consists of 4 grams of iron in

and delivers iron with high efficiency. For the

effects) delivery. Another achievement of our

total. More than 60% of the iron is associated with

specific recognition by human cells, it was predicted

research is the structural snapshot of transferrin

hemoglobin in red blood cells for oxygen transport,

to undergo significant structural changes during

in the bismuth-binding form. This provides the first

with the remaining distributed throughout our body for

the iron binding and release process. However,

structural evidence of transferrin’s capability of

normal cellular metabolism. Have you ever wondered

the structural evidence of this was absent over a

being a ‘vehicle’ of metallodrug in human body, since

how our body transports iron from the site of uptake

long time. In our first structure determined, we

bismuth-containing drugs have long been applied

to the designated body tissues? This is achieved by

successfully captured the ‘intermediate state’ of

clinically to gastrointestinal infections and cancers.

the iron-carrier protein human transferrin.

transferrin during the iron release process, which
is in between the known ‘iron fully-loaded’ and
‘iron fully-released’ states. We can thus draw the
conclusion that the release of iron from transferrin
in normal cells is a continuous and dynamic process,
resembling an opening clamp that is ‘loosening what
has been gripped’.

The close-up of the bismuth-binding site of transferrin, bismuth
is shown in magenta.

Structure of human transferrin in
the iron-bound form, with the two
bound iron indicated by red spheres.

Human transferrin is abundantly found in blood

Structure of human transferrin in the
bismuth-bound form, with the bound
bismuth (magenta sphere) and iron
(red sphere) indicated

plasma and is responsible for iron delivery from the
absorption centre (i.e. gastric system) to various
tissues, playing an essential role in supplying iron
to various body cells. The malfunction of transferrin

Though transferrin is responsible for iron delivery,

many serious health effects such as heart failure,

only 30% in total is iron-saturated. This leaves

anemia or protein malnutrition will occur. Recently,

the remaining 70% the capability of binding and

our team, in collaboration with Professor Quan Hao’s

delivering other metals with chemical properties

We hope that our new findings can stimulate relevant

team (Department of Physiology), resolved some key

similar to iron, while some of them are essential

researches on other metallodrugs in the near future.

structures of transferrin, with the use of protein X-ray

for our life and some are not. Some scientists were

Hopefully, our work will make contribution to the

crystallography. The results have been published

also considering of exploiting such availability

design or improvement in current metallodrugs by

earlier in Scientific Reports in December 2012.

for metallodrug (a new class of drugs utilizing

enhancing their delivery efficiency in the human body.
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The close-up of the iron-binding site of transferrin, iron is shown
in red.

will cause iron imbalance in human body and hence
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